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The current Zhou Feng looks like a human-shaped beast, with his eyes 

protruding forward, extremely terrifying! 

When Ji Ruxue saw this scene, she was so frightened that she quickly buried 

her head deeply into David’s chest. 

Zhou Yu looked at Zhou Feng next to him, there was a bit of panic and anxiety 

in his eyes, and the expression on his face was hesitant! 

“What are you waiting for? Waiting for us all to be killed?” 

Zhou Feng looked at Zhou Yu, his voice trembled like a bell, and his eyes were 

full of madness! 

Zhou Yu sighed helplessly, then took out the same red medicine bottle, 

opened the cap, and drank the liquid inside. 

Soon, Zhou Yu’s body shape was also changing, and in the end it was exactly 

the same as Zhou Feng! 

Facing the two monsters with the same head, David’s eyes were full of 

contempt! 

“The strength is not good, it is not good, even if you eat the elixir, you will not 

be able to escape the fate of death…” 



David smiled coldly. 

The current David is Marquis of Wu, and he has created Nascent Soul in his 

body. As long as Nascent Soul does not die, his body is immortal, and David 

will not die! 

This is David’s biggest reliance. With the experience of fighting Zhu Zhishan 

and being resurrected, David is now much more confident. 

“Okay, then let you see our true strength…” 

Zhou Feng’s face was grim, his figure moved, and Zhou Yu rushed towards 

David at the same time, and the speed was several times faster than before. 

David, on the other hand, was not in a hurry, his five fingers were bent into a 

fist shape, and the fist was wrapped by the power of the dragon, exuding the 

aura of destroying the sky and destroying the earth. The whole fist was filled 

with golden light, making the whole world feel The fading! 

David is going to fight the attack of the two with one punch! 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

David shouted angrily! 

Immediately afterwards, a terrifying force centered on David spread around, 

and other villas in the entire Zhou family began to shake and collapse. 

Villas collapsed suddenly, even if they were a hundred meters away. 

In the blink of an eye, the entire Zhou family was in ruins! 

Seeing the scene in front of them, Zhou Feng and Zhou Yu were horrified! 

In their pupils, they only saw a golden fist expanding infinitely, as if to block 

the sky. 



The two of them felt the breath of death, and they were all shocked. They 

hurriedly used up all their strength and punched in unison. At the same time, 

they stimulated their energy to form a barrier around their bodies. They 

wanted to block David’s punch. power. 

boom! 

But the next moment! 

David’s fist style with the potential to destroy the dry and the rotten, directly 

smashed the barrier of the two, and finally smashed heavily on the body of 

Zhou Feng. 

puff! 

I saw Zhou Feng’s body, without the slightest sign, was instantly blasted into a 

cloud of blood, and he couldn’t even see a sgum. 

Seeing the scene in front of him, Zhou Yu was dumbfounded, his body was 

covered in Zhou Feng’s blood, and he stood there in a daze! 

And Xiao Da, who was not far away, slumped directly on the ground, and the 

yellow liquid flowed all over the ground along the legs of his trousers! 

Soon, Zhou Yu realized that even after taking the medicine, they still didn’t 

have the slightest chance to fight back in front of David. 

The only priority now is to escape, as for the rest of the Zhou family, he will no 

longer care! 

Thinking of this, Zhou Yu turned around and ran, the violent desire to survive 

made him want to grow a hundred feet. 

Looking at Zhou Yu who was running away, David snorted coldly, hugged Ji 

Ruxue in his arms, and jumped straight into the air! 



Immediately after he slapped it out, Zhou Yu’s body just jumped up and 

exploded in mid-air, raining blood all over the sky. 

The strong bloody smell is disgusting. 

Ji Ruxue in David’s arms buried her head deeper again… 

Xiao Da is stupid, completely stupid! 

If there is anyone in the world who sells regret medicine, he is willing to buy it 

at any price. 
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Now he hates, hates himself for being obsessed with ghosts and betraying Ji 

Ruxue. 

If he can still form an alliance with the Red Lotus Palace at this time, with 

David’s current ability, why can’t the Holy Beast Palace develop? 

But it’s too late to say anything now! 

David walked slowly to Xiao Da and looked down at him coldly. 

Xiao Da felt the chill in David’s eyes, and the whole person trembled even 

more! 

He began to kowtow to David continuously. 

“Mr. Chen, I was wrong, I was really wrong, I was obsessed, and I was forced by 

Zhou Tiancheng.” 

“Please don’t kill me, Mr. Chen, I am willing to be a bull and a horse for Mr. 

Chen, let me do anything…” 



Xiao Da desperately kowtowed and begged for mercy. 

At this time, Ji Ruxue, who was in David’s arms, raised her head and asked 

David to put him down. 

Then he waited fiercely for Xiao Da: “Xiao Da, you are the most hateful villain 

who climbs the flames and has power. Originally, I always thought you were a 

decent gentleman…” 

Ji Ruxue’s ruthlessness towards Xiao Da is deeper than that of Zhou 

Tiancheng. If Xiao Da used his trust to deceive him, how would Zhou 

Tiancheng succeed. 

“Palace Ji, I was wrong, I was really wrong, I will never dare again, please let 

me go…” 

Xiao Da burst into tears. 

And David looked at Xiao Da coldly, and his eyes became more and more 

disgusted. 

At first, Xiao Da couldn’t get used to the actions of Fei Qingping, the master of 

the Palace of Holy Beasts, and even shot and killed Fei Qingping. David 

thought that Xiao Da was good. 

But he didn’t want him to be the same thing after he became the Palace 

Master of the Holy Beast Palace! 

It is also possible that the position has not reached that height, and the nature 

has not been revealed. 

“Rubbish…” 

David snorted softly, and then picked up his toes! 

A sharp tile on the ground directly penetrated Xiao Da’s neck. 



Xiao Da covered his neck with his hands and wanted to say something, but he 

couldn’t say it. After a while, he fell to the ground and lost his breath! 

Seeing that Xiao Da was dead, Ji Ruxue’s anger subsided. 

“Chen… David, let’s go…” 

Ji Ruxue called out David’s name directly, not Mr. Chen anymore. 

Maybe this can better show the improvement of the two people’s feelings at 

this time! 

However, David didn’t hear anything, but said to Ji Ruxue: “I said, that Zhou 

Tiancheng touched you, and everyone in the Zhou family will pay for their 

lives.” 

Ji Ruxue blushed: “What nonsense are you talking about, Zhou Tiancheng 

didn’t touch me at all, I’m fine now.” 

David was taken aback: “Then Zhou Tiancheng said… that you have become 

his woman.” 

“Fool, you believe everything he says, but don’t you believe what I said?” 

Ji Ruxue gave David a white look: “Let’s go, or Xiaomin will be in a hurry at 

home.” 

After Ji Ruxue finished speaking, she took two steps forward, but her body 

hadn’t fully recovered, and she almost fell. 

David’s hands were quick, and he hurriedly hugged Ji Ruxue. 

“Let me take you back…” 

David hugged Ji Ruxue and quickly walked towards the Red Lotus Palace. 



At the door of the Red Lotus Palace, Xiaomin was anxiously waiting. 

It’s almost dawn now, but there is no news of her sister, Xiaomin is very 

anxious. 

Just when Xiaomin was anxious, a figure suddenly appeared, and then he saw 

David walking back with Ji Ruxue in his arms. 

Seeing this scene, Xiaomin was stunned for a moment. 

Because at this moment, Ji Ruxue put her arms around David’s neck, and the 

two were very close. 

Seeing that she had reached the Red Lotus Palace, Ji Ruxue quickly whispered 

to David: “Let me down…” 

After all, Ji Ruxue is the Palace Master of the Red Lotus Palace, so being so 

close with a man will not affect her well! 

David put Ji Ruxue down, and then Ji Ruxue tidied up her clothes before 

walking towards the Red Lotus Palace. 
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“Sister, are you okay?” 

Xiaomin ran over and said to Ji Ruxue. 

“I’m fine, thanks to David, otherwise I wouldn’t be back.” 

After Ji Ruxue finished speaking, she glanced at David affectionately. 

Ji Ruxue’s expression was all in Xiaomin’s eyes, at this time Xiaomin gave a 

wicked smile: “Then I really have to thank Brother Chen, oh, I can’t call Brother 

Chen, I think it’s time to call him brother-in-law… “ 



Xiaomin’s words made Ji Ruxue blushed instantly and glared at Xiaomin: “You 

ba5tard, what are you talking about, I won’t hit you…” 

Ji Ruxue chased Xiaomin into the Red Lotus Palace, while David followed with 

a faint smile. 

Because there was no rest all night, several people fell asleep quickly! 

… 

After dawn, Wancheng, Zhou family! 

Looking at the Zhou family, which has long been in ruins, many people are 

pointing. 

Especially some Martial Dao families, all of them are incredible, I don’t know 

who they are, and they can turn the Zhou family into ruins overnight. 

Zhou Tianyin, the head of the Zhou family, came back to look at the corpse of 

his second brother, and the Zhou family who had become rubble, and the 

whole person was extremely angry! 

“Who, who did it, I must smash him into pieces…” 

Zhou Tianyin Yangtian roared, terrifying murderous aura rolled out! 

As a Marquis of Wu, Zhou Tianyin usually only focuses on finding resources 

for cultivation, and rarely takes care of family affairs. 

But I don’t want to come back this time, but the Zhou family has become like 

this. 

After all, the Zhou family in Wancheng is also a top martial arts family. Who is 

it that has such a deep hatred for the Zhou family? 

Not only did he kill his own brother, but he also destroyed the Zhou family. 



“Master, it’s… it’s from the Red Lotus Palace…” 

At this time, a servant of the Zhou family knelt down in front of Zhou Tianyin 

and said tremblingly. 

“Red Lotus Palace?” 

Zhou Tianyin frowned: “How could the strength of the Red Lotus Palace 

destroy the Zhou family? Even if the Red Lotus Palace’s master Ji Ruxue came 

forward in person, she was definitely not my Zhou family’s opponent, how 

could it be possible to kill my second brother? Ruined the Zhou family?” 

“Where are Zhou Feng and Zhou Yu? I asked them to look after the home and 

the nursing home, why are they nowhere to be seen?” 

When Zhou Tianyin left, he specially explained to Zhou Feng and Zhou Yu to 

look after the home, because he knew that his younger brother was lustful and 

easy to provoke trouble. 

Now the Zhou family is like this, but no two people come out, which makes 

Zhou Tianyin very angry. 

“Master, Zhou Feng and Zhou Yu are already dead, already dead…” 

The servant said hurriedly. 

“Dead?” Zhou Tianyin was taken aback: “Where are their corpses?” 

“There are no bones left. The two of them took the enhancement liquid, but 

they still couldn’t stop them. They were directly blown up by the people from 

the Red Lotus Palace, and there were no bones left…” 

Thinking of the battle last night, this week’s servants trembled with fear. 

“What?” This time, Zhou Tianyin’s whole face became extremely ugly. 



He really could not have imagined, how could there be such a powerful expert 

in the Red Lotus Palace? 

If they were really from the Red Lotus Palace, then the Red Lotus Palace would 

not have been anonymous for so long in the entire southwest. 

“You tell me everything in detail, what happened to Xiao Da’s body?” 

Zhou Tianyin couldn’t understand what happened during the time he left, and 

why the body of Xiao Da in the Holy Beast Palace also appeared in the Zhou 

family. 

Soon, the servant told Zhou Tianyin what had happened. 

It’s just that this guy didn’t know that it was David who killed him last night, he 

only knew that it was the one who came to rescue Ji Ruxue, who should be 

from the Red Lotus Palace. 

However, Zhou Tianyin didn’t think so, because he knew almost all of the 

people in the Red Lotus Palace and even the entire Southwest who could have 

such means, and there were not many of them. 

“You immediately summon the staff and follow me to the Red Lotus Palace. 

No matter who the other party is, I must avenge this revenge…” 

Zhou Tianyin gritted his teeth, murderous aura flashing in his eyes. 
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Red Lotus Palace! 

Although it was already bright, David and the others were still sleeping. After 

all, they didn’t sleep well last night! 

rumbling… 



Suddenly, there was a loud bang, and then the boulder in front of the Red 

Lotus Palace instantly shattered. 

And the illusion that protected the Red Lotus Palace also disappeared instantly 

at this moment. 

This sudden sound suddenly woke David and the others. 

Ji Ruxue got up and led people towards the palace gate, and David also 

quickly got up and followed. 

I saw that in front of the Red Lotus Palace, Zhou Tianyin and the Zhou family 

were staring at the Red Lotus Palace. 

Zhou Tianyin’s body erupted with endless killing intent. 

Feeling this killing intent, everyone’s heart trembled. 

At this time, Ji Ruxue’s body had not fully recovered. When she saw that Zhou 

Tianyin brought the Zhou family to the door in person, her face became 

extremely ugly. 

“Patriarch Zhou, I don’t know why you came to my Red Lotus Palace 

aggressively?” 

Ji Ruxue stabilized her mood and asked Zhou Tianyin. 

“Ji Ruxue, you stinky b!tch, stop pretending to be my mother, who killed my 

second brother, ruined my Zhou family, let him get out…” 

Zhou Tianyin knew that Ji Ruxue couldn’t have done this, she didn’t have that 

ability. 

When Ji Ruxue heard this, she frowned and said, “Patriarch Zhou, your second 

brother joined forces with Xiao Da of the Holy Beast Palace to trick me into 



drugging me, trying to plot against me. He is now dead, and it’s his own 

fault…” 

When Zhou Tianyin heard this, his anger became even stronger: “Ji Ruxue, you 

say that because you don’t want to hand over people, right? Then I will 

slaughter your Red Lotus Palace today to avenge my second brother…” 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, the aura on his body suddenly soared, 

and a force of coercion pressed towards everyone in the Red Lotus Palace. 

Some of the low-strength disciples of the Red Lotus Palace began to turn pale 

and vomit blood continuously. 

David, who has been behind, felt the breath of Zhou Tianyin this week, and his 

face became extremely solemn! 

Zhou Tianyin’s strength seems to be no worse than Zhu Zhishan’s. 

David did not expect that in a place like the southwest frontier, there would be 

a master like Zhou Tianyin. 

“It was me who killed your brother, and it has nothing to do with anyone 

else…” 

David suddenly exuded aura, resisting Zhou Tianyin’s coercion, and everyone 

in the Red Lotus Palace breathed a sigh of relief. 

Walking slowly to the front, David faced Zhou Tianyin. 

“Master, it’s him, he killed the second master…” 

At this time, the servants of the Zhou family recognized David and said 

excitedly. 

“Good boy, you have such strength at such a young age, who did you learn 

from? Which son?” 



Zhou Tianyin focused on cultivation and did not pay much attention to the 

martial arts forum, so he did not know David. 

Seeing that David is young, he has such terrifying strength, for fear of what 

forces behind David! 

Although the Zhou family is considered a wealthy family in Wancheng, and 

even ranks among the best in the entire southwest, but outside this area, their 

Zhou family is nothing. 

Especially in the martial arts world of Kyoto, which family has a deep 

background, Zhou Tianyin dare not provoke. 

“You little master, I can’t change my name, I can’t change my surname, David 

is me…” 

David said coldly. 

“David?” Zhou Tianyin frowned, thinking about the name, but soon, Zhou 

Tianyin’s eyes lit up: “Oh, I remembered, the one who killed Ning Dahai was 

you, right?” 

“Not bad!” David nodded cheerfully. 

“Good boy, don’t think that you can call the wind and call the rain in Kyoto, 

and you can do whatever you want when you get here. Since you admitted to 

killing my brother, then use your life to pay…” 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, he immediately jumped up. 

boom! 

A terrifying palm wind descended from the sky and moved towards David’s 

suppression. 

“Holy Light Fist…” 



David roared, followed by a sudden punch! 
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The violent fist, suddenly soared into the sky! 

Holy Light Fist, even the sky dares to collapse! 

This is no longer an ordinary move, it is still an unyielding will, a supreme 

fighting spirit! 

Combination of fist and intent, unparalleled power! 

boom! 

There was a shocking explosion, as if the sky was about to be torn apart, and 

the violent impact sputtered out in an instant! 

“Miss Ji, take people back to the palace quickly…” 

David yelled at Ji Ruxue loudly! 

David knew that the battle between him and Zhou Tianyin was bound to have 

a great aftermath, and these people in the Red Lotus Palace would not be able 

to bear it. 

“David, I…” 

Ji Ruxue looked at David nervously. She knew Zhou Tianyin’s strength and was 

afraid that David was not an opponent. 

“Go back, you staying here will only distract me, step back…” 

David looked at Ji Ruxue with anxiety in his eyes. 



When Ji Ruxue saw this, she finally gritted her teeth, and the people who 

brought the Red Lotus Palace backed away. 

They could only watch the battle between David and Zhou Tianyin from a 

distance. 

The first tentative confrontation made the place where David stood, with 

smoke billowing like a sandstorm raging! 

The entire Red Lotus Palace was shaking, as if it were about to collapse at any 

time. 

The power of the two Marquis fighting against each other is too great. 

Seeing this, David rose up from the ground and charged directly towards the 

back mountain. 

He wanted to lead Zhou Tianyin away to prevent the entire Red Lotus Palace 

from being destroyed in the battle. 

This is Ji Ruxue’s hard work, and it is also the place where these disciples of 

the Red Lotus Palace live. 

If it is destroyed, it will not be able to be built in a short time. 

“Hmph, do you want to run away?” 

Zhou Tianyin snorted coldly, and then chased after David. 

In a flash, Zhou Tianyin suddenly appeared in front of David. 

Zhou Tianyin’s body exudes an incomparably cold aura! 

Facing this breath, even David shuddered! 



Zhou Tianyin didn’t have any unnecessary nonsense, and directly punched 

David’s body. 

With this punch, the thunder shook, the world changed color, and the 

terrifying scene seemed like the end of the world. 

Ji Ruxue and Xiaomin looked at the terrifying scene on the back mountain, 

and all clenched their fists, worried for David. 

Seeing this, David exuded golden light all over his body. The undamaged 

golden body was exerted to the extreme, and the power of the dragon 

continued to spread outwards. 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

David greeted him with a punch, and the terrifying punch exploded instantly. 

boom! 

The two people’s incomparably domineering aura collided instantly, making 

an earth-shattering sound. 

The whole mountain began to shake, the gravel flew, and the earth shook! 

In the cave in the back mountain, there was a man in black, sitting cross-

legged in the cave. The cave was covered with spells, and it seemed that some 

magic circle was being arranged. 

But this sudden shaking caused stones to fall from the cave, and the array that 

had just been arranged became scattered. 

The man in black frowned: “What is the movement, so big? Could it be that 

someone came here?” 

The man in black got up, his figure jumped out of the cave in an instant, and 

then hid behind a boulder. 



When he saw David, there was a surprised expression in his eyes. 

At this time, David was extremely embarrassed. 

He was unkempt, covered in dust, and had a blood stain on the corner of his 

mouth, obviously injured. 

And his legs are more than a foot into the ground! 

The ground around his feet was full of dense cracks, which looked terrifying! 

“It’s a bit of a skill, but it’s not enough! Kneel down and die for me!” Zhou 

Tianyin’s eyes were cold, and he suddenly collapsed a step forward, and his 

body was even more terrifying like a prison! 

Powerful, unfathomable, unmatched! 

David only felt that a big mountain was pressing down on his head, and he 

wanted to make him kneel! 

The terrifying pressure made his body tremble. 
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There was even a creaking sound from the bones, and his bones were almost 

crushed! 

On the skin, there are even dense blood beads, which is a strong pressure, 

crushing the blood vessels on the surface of the skin! 

David’s body was extremely strong, but he didn’t expect that under the 

pressure of Zhou Tianyin this week, he still looked extremely fragile. 

David’s situation suddenly became extremely dangerous. If he is not careful, 

he may die today! 



Zhou Tianyin is too strong, at least in the middle stage of Marquis! 

Such a powerful strength, even if David’s combat strength is against the sky, 

he can’t match it, after all, the gap between the two is too great! 

The higher the realm, the greater the gap between each realm. It is almost 

impossible to overcome the weak with the weak. 

Now David has just been promoted to Wuhou, and there is a big gap with 

Zhou Tianyin. 

In the face of Zhou Tianyin’s aura, David didn’t even dare to dodge, because 

he couldn’t dodge at all. Forcibly dodging would only be more passive, it’s 

better to fight recklessly! 

At this time, David almost turned into a blood man. 

His body is still standing upright! 

If it were another person, under such terrifying pressure, he would definitely 

have kneeled down, or even exploded to his death. 

Zhou Tianyin was amazed that David could not die or even stand. 

“Let me kneel, you’re not worthy!” 

In David’s eyes, two golden flames suddenly erupted! 

Behind him, a faint golden dragon even appeared, it was the golden dragon 

that looked down upon the world! That is the peerless elegance overlooking 

the nine heavens and ten places! 

Under this terrifying pressure, under the pressure of life and death, the golden 

dragon in David’s body was finally aroused again! 



At this moment, David seemed to have become a supreme emperor, Ling Ran 

was inviolable! 

boom! 

A tyrannical thought erupted, and David forcibly broke free from Zhou 

Tianyin’s pressure. 

“What is this? Who the h3ll are you?!” Zhou Tianyin’s face changed greatly. 

The moment when the golden dragon appeared just now was too terrifying, 

even if he was strong and strong-willed, he almost couldn’t help but 

surrender. 

At this moment, the man in black hiding behind the boulder looked at the 

golden dragon circling behind David, his eyes widened, and his eyes were full 

of horror. 

“Son of the Dragon? Could it be that David is the son of the Dragon?” 

The man in black muttered to himself, and the clothes on his back were 

instantly soaked with sweat. 

And David looked at Zhou Tianyin coldly and said with a sneer: “I see your 

strength, but it’s nothing more than that!” 

After David finished speaking, his hands moved quietly, and the golden 

dragon rose into the sky. 

After that, his movements didn’t stop, and the spirit of both hands shot out in 

an instant! 

A dazzling light suddenly erupted from Jinlong’s body. 

Roar! 



The golden dragon made a sound of dragon roar resounding through the 

heavens and the earth, and all the spiritual energy in the body burst out! 

Jinlong suddenly spit out a mouthful of spiritual power, this spiritual power 

condensed in an instant, and an incomparably solid fist emerged! 

This fist gang, green like jade, crystal clear, but contains a thrilling energy! 

Then, the golden dragon swung his body, and the green fist gang suddenly 

roared at Zhou Tianyin! 

“Holy Light Fist!” 

At the same time, David also struggled to make a slap! 

I saw that his minister was sitting on a horse, his left hand drew a semicircle, 

and his right fist suddenly pushed out! 

At the beginning, there was only a little golden light on his fist, and as the 

palm pushed forward, the golden light became more and more prosperous! 

At the end, the golden light suddenly became extremely dazzling, turning into 

a huge golden fist! 

That fist, with a radius of three feet, is like a huge grinding wheel! 

The brilliance flowed on the fist mark, and there were also flashes of light, 

which looked full of majesty and mystery! 

Boom! 

The cyan fists and the golden fist marks all roared out, with a terrifying 

thunderous sound, crushing them forward! 
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Both of them are extremely fierce and domineering, as if they can destroy any 

obstacle, as if there is a mountain in front of them, they can also destroy it! 

“Good boy, no wonder you were able to kill Ning Dahai, you really have some 

means!” 

Zhou Tianyin was slightly surprised, but it was only a trace, and David was not 

enough to make him pay attention. 

As he said that, he split his hands and patted them lightly! 

He even used both hands to forcefully pick up David’s fist and handprints! 

However, on his palm, there is a hidden white brilliance and restraint! 

Boom! 

Two thunderbolts rang out, and the world shook! 

A nearby hill collapsed with a bang. 

“You also slap me!” 

At this moment, Zhou Tianyin’s indifferent voice sounded, and then he 

slapped it with a palm. 

boom! 

A palm out, the situation is moving! 

With the power of the mountain and the tsunami, he went to David. 



This palm contains endless terrifying energy, and ordinary warriors will 

definitely be wiped out! 

David also felt a huge threat! 

His face was extremely dignified, and his mouth suddenly roared. 

At the same time, his hands quickly pinched out a magic formula! 

In the blink of an eye, he squeezed out thirty-six spells to form a barrier in 

front of him! 

Then, the golden dragon hovering in the air exudes golden light. 

After a long cry, he rushed towards Zhou Tianyin. 

brush! 

With a flash of light, a rich white brilliance erupted from the golden dragon! 

The spiritual power in the body has been pushed to the extreme! 

hoo hoo hoo hoo! 

A long roar sounded around. 

However, Jinlong’s attack also consumed the spiritual power in David’s body, 

but in an instant, most of the spiritual power in his body was drained! 

“kill!” 

David burst out. 

Boom boom boom! 

Three terrifying explosions sounded one after another! 



Jin Long’s body slammed into Zhou Tianyin’s body, instantly offsetting Zhou 

Tianyin’s terrifying blow! 

But after this blow, the golden dragon also instantly turned into a little golden 

light and disappeared! 

However, Zhou Tianyin’s blow, although it was offset a lot by the golden 

dragon, still carried his remaining strength, and the palm wind roared. 

boom! 

The fourth explosion sounded, David stood still, the barrier that David had just 

condensed offset Zhou Tianyin’s attack! 

“Good boy, I underestimate you! But I want to see, you can take me a few 

palms!” 

Zhou Tianyin said, the second palm bombarded out. 

David’s face changed greatly. The golden dragon attacked just now and 

almost drained the spiritual energy in his body. David was trying to block 

Zhou Tianyin’s attack this time. I’m afraid it will be very difficult! 

David bit the tip of his tongue, a drop of bright red blood flowed out, and 

David suddenly sprayed blood mist! 

The blood mist was quickly absorbed by David’s body. 

In an instant, David’s breath skyrocketed, and the blood in his body was 

burning. 

“cut!” 

David roared, and the Dragon Slaying Sword came out at will! 

The fiery red light rose into the sky, illuminating the whole world! 



Then, with a flash of light, the sky-shaking sword gang, endless silver light, 

slashed away at Zhou Tianyin’s palm wind! 

Click! 

With a crisp sound, the palm wind was directly cut in half! 

Afterwards, the sword energy remained unabated, and blasted away at Zhou 

Tianyin. 

“Good boy, even burning blood, I can’t keep you today!” 

Zhou Tianyin’s face changed slightly, his voice fell, Zhou Tianyin waved his 

backhand, and a sword light suddenly appeared! 

This sword, the sword body is like autumn water, the cold light is clear, and 

the sharpness is unparalleled. At a glance, you know that this is a peerless 

sword. 

And at this moment, Zhou Tianyin had already stabbed with a sword! 

His sword is very slow, but it is extremely heavy, as if in his hand, it is not a 

sword, but a big mountain! 

Ding! 

A soft sound. 

The screen suddenly stopped. 

I saw that Zhou Tianyin’s sword qi and the sword qi of Dragon Slaying Sword 

collided instantly. 

David’s face changed greatly, he didn’t expect to be blocked by the other 

party so easily! 



The strength of Zhou Tianyin this week is really terrifying! 
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“Humph!” 

Zhou Tianyin snorted coldly, and the energy in his body was urged! 

Where the two swords meet, a dazzling light suddenly explodes! 

boom! 

The terrifying sword gang fell, and the shocking explosion was deafening! 

The ground even jumped violently, endless smoke and dust rose into the sky, 

and the terrifying aftermath spread violently around! 

For a time, the sand and stones flew away, covering the sky and the sun, as if 

the end of the world was coming! 

Even an earthquake of magnitude 10 would not be so terrifying! 

The entire mountain was shaved off by one meter under this blow. 

“Sister, is there anything wrong with Brother Chen?” 

Xiaomin looked at the terrifying scene in front of her and asked Ji Ruxue 

nervously. 

Ji Ruxue gritted her teeth and clenched her fists tightly, her nails were 

embedded in her flesh. 

She also didn’t know whether David could resist, or whether something would 

happen to David. 



If something happened to David, she probably didn’t want to live anymore. 

After all, David offended the Zhou family in order to save her. 

And the man in black hiding behind the boulder frowned tightly, holding 

several spells in his hands. 

He also seems to be worried about David, if he is the one who fights with 

Zhou Tianyin. 

In the face of this heavenly attack, it is impossible to resist, I am afraid it has 

already been shattered. 

But at this time, Zhou Tianyin was frowning, staring at the place where David 

was! 

At the moment when the sword gang broke out, he actually felt an 

indestructible aura! 

“What is that? Isn’t that kid dead?” 

Zhou Tianyin waved his hand with an ugly face, and a gust of wind suddenly 

appeared, blowing away all the smoke and dust, and the scene in the field 

gradually emerged in front of everyone. 

I saw there, a big pit with a radius of three meters appeared! 

The big pit is very strange. The overall shape is bowl-shaped, and the 

surrounding is extremely flat. It seems to be a huge iron ball, which has been 

forcibly pressed into the ground and left traces. 

At the bottom of the pit, David was standing in the center, covered in blood. 

“It’s really not dead?!” 

Seeing this scene, Zhou Tianyin was stunned! 



Such a terrifying attack could not kill David? 

“Today, we must die one!” 

David lowered his head, Zhou Tianyin couldn’t see his expression. 

But his voice was extremely cold, without the slightest emotion! 

It made Zhou Tianyin tremble uncontrollably. 

David wiped the blood on his face with his hands, and then walked up slowly 

from the bottom of the pit. 

Every step left a bloody footprint. 

He walked towards Zhou Tianyin step by step. 

Zhou Tianyin’s heart was full of unease, and he couldn’t help shouting: “What 

are you doing? Stop for me! Otherwise, don’t blame me for being rude!” 

David took another two steps forward before stopping. 

At this time, the two were only five meters apart! 

Then, David suddenly raised his head and looked at Zhou Tianyin! 

boom! 

Zhou Tianyin was shocked! 

I saw that David’s eyes were blood red, and his eyes were full of murderous 

intent, hatred, silence, and madness! 

“You must die today!” 

David roared word by word! 



Just as Zhou Tianyin was stunned, David rushed towards Zhou Tianyin. 

“not good!” 

Zhou Tianyin’s heart was beating wildly, and he had to dodge without even 

thinking about it. 

However, it’s too late! 

This is a long-planned attack by David! 

Use all the spiritual power to smash directly towards Zhou Tianyin! 

There is no gorgeous move, just rushed over like this. 

David was planning to die with Zhou Tianyin. 

However, David knew that he was betting that his Nascent Soul would not be 

damaged and that his body would recover. 

But the others were surprised when they saw that David was going to die with 

Zhou Tianyin. 

“David…” 

“Brother Chen…” 

Ji Ruxue and Xiaomin exclaimed. 

And Zhou Tianyin was slightly taken aback when he saw David rushing in so 

desperately. 

The man in black behind the boulder was startled and jumped up. 



Chapter 1359 

Suddenly a person appeared, whether it was Zhou Tianyin or David, all of 

them looked at it intently. 

That is, at this time, the man in black threw out three spells in an instant. 

The three talismans were directly finished in glyphs and landed at the feet of 

Zhou Tianyin. 

“Three Tribulations!” 

The man in black roared. 

boom! 

Great array launched! 

The terrifying yin fire, thunder, and wind filled the formation, drowning Zhou 

Tianyin in an instant! 

David was a little dumbfounded and didn’t understand who the man in black 

who suddenly appeared. 

But he knew the power of the Three Tribulations Formation. 

The power of the Three Tribulations Formation is extremely powerful, but it is 

not something that ordinary warlocks can use. Even David can’t use such a big 

formation now! 

David stared closely at the man in black, as if he wanted to see who the man 

in black was and why he wanted to help himself. 

However, the man in black did not look at David, but stared at the changes in 

the formation! 



He knew that Zhou Tianyin’s strength was too strong, and the Three 

Tribulations Formation might not be able to kill the opponent! 

boom! 

At this moment, a dazzling sword light shot up into the sky, and the Three 

Tribulations Formation was broken. 

Zhou Tianyin escaped from the formation, and his face was extremely pale, 

there was even a trace of blood on the corner of his mouth, and his eyes 

became dull! 

Obviously, Zhou Tianyin was seriously injured! 

“Hmph, I didn’t expect you to have a helper…” 

Zhou Tianyin stared at David and the black man, his face extremely ugly: “I will 

write down this hatred today, and sooner or later I will come back to kill you…” 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, he jumped down from the mountain and 

left with the Zhou family. 

He was already injured, and he had no chance of winning against two people, 

so he had to leave! 

Seeing that Zhou Tianyin was gone, Ji Ruxue and Xiaomin rushed up happily. 

“David…” 

“Brother David…” 

“Are you OK?” 

The two exited almost at the same time, looking at David up and down to see 

where David was injured. 



However, David did not answer Ji Ruxue and Xiaomin, but held the Dragon 

Slaying Sword in his hand, and pointed the tip of the sword at the man in 

black. 

“Who are you? Why did you rescue me?” 

David stared at the man in black with his eyes slightly condensed. 

Judging from the aura of the man in black, his strength is not very strong, but 

his technique is extremely powerful, and he is obviously a very powerful 

warlock. 

It’s just that when he cast the Three Tribulations Formation, David felt the 

fluctuation of spiritual power from the man in black! 

Only an immortal cultivator will have fluctuations in spiritual power. Could it 

be that this person is also an immortal cultivator? 

But even though the man in black saved himself, David still did not let his 

guard down! 

The man in black saw David pointing his sword at himself, and smiled slightly: 

“Is this how you treat your savior?” 

“Who the h3ll are you? Why did you appear in our back mountain?” 

At this moment, Ji Ruxue also looked at the man in black and asked. 

“I’m not a bad person. If I were a bad person, how could I help you? I just 

passed by by accident…” 

The man in black said lightly. 

But David didn’t believe his words at all. How could such a coincidence 

happen by chance. 



“Who the h3ll are you? You are secretive, you don’t dare to show your true 

face, there must be ghosts…” 

David questioned the man in black. 

The man in black looked at David, his eyes narrowed slightly: “Some things 

can’t be said in public, I believe you will understand, so if you want to know 

who I am, let others leave and talk about it!” 

David looked at the man in black, and was more convinced of the identity of 

the man in black as a cultivator, so he looked at Ji Ruxue and said, “Miss Ji, 

take Xiaomin down the mountain and go back to the palace first, I will go back 

soon! “ 

Ji Ruxue looked at David, nodded, and took Xiaomin down the mountain. 

“Okay, can you tell me who you are now? Are you a cultivator?” 

David asked the man in black. 

“That’s right…” 

The man in black nodded happily, then took off the black towel covering his 

face. 

Chapter 1360 

The black towel was removed, and a pockmarked face was revealed. 

This person is exactly the flax who gave Zhu Zhishan two tracking talismans 

from Kyoto. 

David looked at this person carefully, but found that he didn’t know him at all, 

so he frowned and said, “I don’t know you at all, why did you save me?” 



“No reason, just to cooperate with you!” 

Hu Mazi smiled lightly. 

“Cooperation? Cooperation for what?” 

David looked at Hu Mazi vigilantly. After all, the other party was also an 

immortal cultivator. Now the two of them have the same resource needs. 

Now the entire earth is deficient in spiritual energy, and cultivators need a lot 

of spiritual energy to cultivate. 

Thinking of the spiritual energy, David’s eyes suddenly opened, and he stared 

at Hu Mazi: “You… did you come to the cave?” 

Hu Mazi was stunned, but quickly smiled: “I didn’t expect you to be so smart, 

no wonder that Zhu Zhishan was deceived by you…” 

“Come on, who are you? Otherwise, don’t blame me for being rude…” 

David aimed the Dragon Slaying Sword at Hu Mazi again. 

Although David aimed the Dragon Slaying Sword at Hu Mazi, Hu Mazi was not 

afraid at all: “You don’t have to be nervous. With my current strength, you can 

kill me with a single shot. Are you still afraid of me?” 

“You can just call me Hu Mazi, I just stepped into the Golden Core Realm, and 

you have already been born into the Nascent Soul, how can I do anything to 

you!” 

“Then Zhu Zhishan doesn’t know the truth of the immortal cultivator’s Yuan 

Ying not destroying the body and immortality!” 

David saw that Hu Mazi was sincere, and did not talk nonsense. Although Hu 

Mazi’s techniques were very clever, his strength was only in the Golden Core 

Realm. 



That is to say, he has just stepped into Wuzong, so it is impossible for Hu Mazi 

to hurt David, especially when David is still on guard. 

But if he suddenly attacked and Hu Mazi launched a formation, it would be 

impossible to say. 

At that time, because Zhou Tianyin fought against David, he consumed a lot of 

internal energy, and after being absent for a while, he didn’t notice the 

existence of Hu Mazi at all, so he gave Hu Mazi the opportunity to cast the 

Three Tribulations Formation. 

Even so, Hu Mazi’s Three Tribulations Formation still failed to trap Zhou 

Tianyin and was broken out by Zhou Tianyin, which also showed that Hu 

Mazi’s strength was not very strong. 

David put away his guard, put away the Dragon Slaying Sword, and asked Hu 

Mazi about the Xiuxian world. 

After Hu Mazi followed David’s explanation, David realized that the cultivators 

were not as powerful as David imagined. 

Because of the lack of spiritual power, there are fewer and fewer resources for 

immortal cultivators to improve their strength, and many immortal cultivators 

are not strong. 

In the face of some powerful warriors, they are only beaten, so many immortal 

cultivators keep their names incognito! 

Some even traveled across the ocean to find a place rich in spiritual power. 

Not everyone in the Immortal Cultivation Realm is as lucky as David, who 

broke through to the Nascent Soul realm in a short period of time! 

Moreover, the condensed mind art of cultivation can refine everything and 

replace the use of spiritual energy, so David’s strength will grow so fast! 



“I’ve been trapped in this realm for more than ten years. I used the identity of 

a fortune-teller as a cover to find places with strong spiritual energy 

everywhere!” 

“I discovered the cave here three years ago, but I didn’t do it at the time. If I 

hadn’t been forced to help this time, I might have come here a few years 

later.” 

Hu Mazi preached to David. 

“Then what is in this cave? Why does the stream flowing out have such pure 

spiritual power?” 

David asked Hu Mazi curiously. 

“It’s an ancient tomb!” 

Hu Mazi said. 

“Ancient tomb?” David’s eyes widened suddenly, his face full of incredulity: 

“Even if there are jewels and jade in the ancient tomb, it is impossible to flow 

out such pure spiritual power?” 

 


